12 Seconds Challenge
Game description
12 Seconds Challenge is an action game that challenges the player's reflexes and abilities
through futuristic graphics and motivating music.

Studio
Sea Dreams Games

Its objective is to entertain the player by testing him while he is piloting a space ship
through a dark world full of enemies, dangers and threats that, in maximum 12 seconds,
will try to destroy him and prevent him from saving his family.

Located in Madrid

You will pilot with Uldur, a survivor of a vast dark period who, in the year 2235, will travel
hundreds of dimensions and risk his life to save his family from extinction.

Launching date

It is an innovative and spectacular game in which you have to shoot, dodge obstacles,
knock down enemies, collect energy capsules and use different weapons to overcome an
endless number of frantic levels full of difficulties.

March 2019

Platform

Every 30 levels Uldur will get a great reward: an additional degree of mastery. The goal is
to become the Supreme Master overcoming all levels, completing all the ranks and
attaining the glory of salvation, becoming an honorary member of the Council of the
Nagul.

iOS

Studio information
Website
seadreamsgames.com

Price
4,49 €

Languages
Spanish, English

Press contact
info@seadreamsgames.com

Social

12 Seconds Challenge has been developed by Sea Dreams Games, a 100% Spanish
independent videogame studio, founded in 2018 in Madrid by three friends eager to fill
those little spare moments of people and making the imagination, action, passion and fun
flow.
The three members of the team combine their experience and skills in development and
marketing in order to launch their first public creation.

Features of the game










Elegant and high resolution graphics.
Simple controls activated with your finger.
A multilevel and incredible entertaining game.
Motivating and stimulating music.
Complete save/load function.
Brilliant realization and innovative gameplay.
Powerful ships, power-ups and improved artifacts helping you to overcome
stimulating levels.
Rankings to see the score of your friends and competitors.
Quick decision making while dodging and shooting along each level.
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https://youtu.be/Ik3LiTaI3qk
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Story of the game
Year 2235. Humanity has adapted its society to a planet lacking of resources. Devastated
by a drastic climate change caused by the impact of a large asteroid, the skies drowned
and were deprived of sunlight.
The survival of humanity goes through energy. This has become the currency to get light
and heat, as well as food.
A privileged minority is organized into dynasties ruled by the Nagul council. They are
whole families that control most of the resources and for which getting energy is as easy
as pressing a button.
However, the rest of the world must fight to survive in this dark world. Inspired by
ancient Rome and with the goal of having fun, the Nagul invented a dangerous game in
which the ordinary people can participate as a last chance to obtain, in case of victory,
the precious currency.
In a frantic race to get energy capsules, only a few heroes decide to voluntarily
participate in the Kaladhras Game. This means dealing with assaults against the clock in
an inter-dimensional battlefield, in which there are continuous attacks by holographic
assassins and all kind of dangers. The problem is that…
… one rarely survives.
You are Uldur, a natural born fighter and a man of challenges that will help his family by
risking his life in the Kaladhras Game. Just armed with his ingenuity and skill, he will
guide his spaceshift to overcome all dangers and achieve the desired energy that will
save the lives of the most precious people for him.
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About Dreams Games
Sea Dreams Games is a 100% Spanish independent videogame studio, founded in 2018
in Madrid by three friends eager to fill those little spare moments of people and making
the imagination, action, passion and fun flow.

Studio
Sea Dreams Games
Located in Madrid

Launching date
March 2019

Specialized in videogames for mobile devices, we combine attention to detail with
quality work, pushing our creative and effort capacity to the limit to fill your lives with
excitement and entertainment.
Our dream and our hope is to continue creating new games and experiences providing
novelty, innovation and lots of fun.
The team members are:



Platform
iOS



Captain Zendra (capitana.zendra@seadreamsgames.com): the thinking head that
brings balance and is always helping in everything.
Captain Kybek (capitan.kybek@seadreamsgames.com): the technical brain and
the master capable of transforming any dream into a video game reality.
Captain Bowan (capitan.bowan@seadreamsgames.com): gamer and commercial
& marketing surviver who will be sharing and communicating our dreams.

For press contacts please write us to info@seadreamsgames.com
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